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ERROR ESTIMATES
FOR THE A S S U M E D STRESSES HYBR1D METHODS IN THE
APPROXIMATION
OF 4TH ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS (*)

by Alfio QUARTERONI O
Communiqué par E. MAGENES
Abstract. — We analyse the assumed stresses hybrid approximation of the biharmonic problem. We
provide optimal error bounds for the displacements in the L2-norm and in the energy norm.
Résumé. — On analyse une approximation du problème biharmonique par éléments finis hybrides du
type « assumed stresses ». On donne une estimation optimale de Verreur pour les déplacements, dans la
norme L2 et dans la norme de Vénergie.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the assumed stresses (or dual) hybrid methods due to
Pian and Tong (see [10]) for the approximation of the model problem:
(P)

weHl(Q),

A2w = p in Q,

where Q is a bounded convex polygonal domain of U2 and peL2(Q). For any
regular décomposition $*h of Q the problem (P) is translated mto a saddle point
problem in which two unknowns are independently approximated:
(i) a function \j/ biharmonic at the interior of any Ke$~h, having the same
traces of w on the internai boundaries { ÔK };
(ii) the field o = (oiJ) {i,j=l, 2) of the second derivatives of w inside each K,
The numerical analysis of such a method has been done in [3]; a very large
family of discretizations is constructed and sufficient conditions are given in
order to have convergence. Moreover, if \)/ft and oh are the approximate
solutions, optimal error bounds for \|/-\|/fc and o — oh in the norms of HQ(Q)
and L2(Q) are found.
Hère we study the order of convergence of \|/ — v|/h in the L2-norm. Let
v = v(Q)e]0, 1] be a real number such that: if OeHl(Q) and A2Q>sL2(Q)
then
3> e H l (Q) n H3 + v (Q). Setting E = \|/ - \|/h we prove that

(*) Reçu le 26 octobre 1978.
(M Laboratório di Analisi numenca del Consiglio nazionale délie Ricerche, Pavia. Italie.
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We remark that the compilation of the known terms is one of the main
difficulties arising in the practical solution of the dual hybrid problem
(cf. [3], [8], [9]). Here we also propose a different theoreticai approach in order to
avoid the above mentioned difïïculty. Such an approach is based on the idea,
firstly presented in [1], to consider the dual hybrid formulation as a pure
displacement formulation of the model problem (P). Let $h be the approximate
solution obtained in this way; setting £ = v|/ — $ h we prove:
\\Ë\\Hlm~\\E\\Hlm

and

\\Ë\\LHçi)~\\E\\LHÇiy

These results are applied in some nonlinear problems in elasticity (cf. [11]).
The scheme of the paper is the folio wing: in section 1 we summarize the main
results related to the assumed stresses hybrid methods and obtained in [3],
Section 2 is devoted to the study of the norm of E in L2 (Q); in section 3 we
provide the estimâtes for E in the L2-norm and in the energy norm.

1. THE HYBRID PROBLEM: PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Let û be a convex polygonal domain of M2 and où be its boundary; moreover
let p be a function in L2 (O) and consider the problem
A2w==p in O.

(1.1)

Let us defme

W=HUa)9
2

H={v=(vu)\vtj€L (Q),vl2

(1.2)
= v21(ipj=1.2)}.

(1.3)

According to their arguments the norm notations shali apply to different
spaces: namely, for any positive real number s || . j | s will dénote the norm
of HS(Q) andHn(H s (O)) 4 . Moreover j | . || 0 is the norm ofL 2 (Q) (for the
définitions and the properties of the Sobolev and Hubert spaces here used see,
e.g.17]). Let

be the norm of W; here and in the following we adopt the convention of
summationonrepeatedindices;moreover: .H = d/dxS=l$ 2)and dx=zdx1dx2*
Let

R.A.I.RX). Analyse numérique/Numerieal Analysis
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be the inner product of H and

be the norm of H. Let T be the second derivative operator
T:

W^H,

v=T<p iff

i^tp,,,

(1.7 = 1, 2)

(1.7)

VueH;

(1.8)

and T* be the formai adjoint of T;
(T*v. ®>=((i?, Tcp)),

VcpefF,

< , > dénotes the duality between W' and W. Then A2 = T* T and from the
définitions (1.4) and (1.6) we get

Let /i be a parameter which tends to zero and { Srh} be a family of regular
décompositions of Cl in convex polygons { K}. Define
,
{\

}

(1.10)
(1.11)

Since W*(5^) and iï* ( ^ ) are closed subspaces respectively of Wand H they
will be equipped by the same norms of PFand H. Let ƒ be any function satisfying

feH,

(1.12)

We consider the problem

(1.13)
r<p))=(p,<p)f

2.

( , ) is the inner product of L2 (Q). The problems (1.1) and (1.13) are equivalent
in the sense that both have a unique solution and between w and { a, \|/} the
following relations hold

f = w on Z,

(1.14)

on E,
Let now Hh and Wh be two finite dimensional subspaces of H
and W*(^fh) respectively, and consider the following approximation of
vol. 13, n° 4, 1979
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problem (1 .13):

1.

VvheHh

2.

{(oh + f, vh))-((vh,

V<$heWh

(1.15)

Ty\fh)) = 0,

({<Jh + f, T<ph)) = (p, (pft).

From the abstract theory of [2] we have the result:
LEMMA

1 : Suppose that Hh and Wh satisfy the compatibility condition:

f tnere
}

exists Y>0 independent of h such that:

{Vcpe^,

Sup{\vh\-H{vh,Tq>à);vheHk-{O}}*y\\<f>k\\.

Then (1.15) has a unique solution which satisjïes

\°-Gk\ + \\^-^k\\ûC{

Inf |a-i? fc |+ Inf ||*-<P*||}. •

(1.16)

Throughout this paper C dénotes a generic positive constant independent of the
décomposition ?Fh.
Letr,s,mbesomepositiveintegerssatisfying:r^3,s^l,m^l anddefinetwo
families of subspaces of W*{$~h) and
,

l

(1.17)

(1.18)

For any Kn is the outward normal direction to ÔK; Pl(ôK) is the space of
polynomials of degree t on each side of dK, not necessarily continuous at the
vertices; P^K) is the space of polynomials of degree / inside iC. Since condition
" ( p ^ e H 7 * ^ ) " implies, in some sense, that cpft and its first derivatives are
continuous, on each side of the décomposition at least the values of <ph
and <Ph/i(i=l, 2) at the vertices are to be imposed as degrees of freedom.
Therefore it is reasonable to suppose r ^ 3 , s ^ 1. Moreover in order to satisfy
(CC) m must be chosen depending on the values of r, s. (In [3] these dependence
conditions are specified). One can prove:
LEMMA 2: Let {v, q>}e#* (^h) x W*{$~h) and suppose thatfor any
i f j = l, 2) and n\K eHq +2(K) with 4 = m i n ( r - l , 5). Then
Inf

Iv-vh\SChm+1 \v\m+Uh,

(1.19)

vheHh(m)

R.A.LR.O. Analyse numérique/Numerical Analysis
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T f

II ft\

rt\

II •<* S^biQ ! rr\ I

(1-20)

(D e W (r s\

where
1/2

E

I%|m+1,K

2. L2-ERROR ESTIMATE FOR THE DISPLACEMENTS

In this section we are going to dérive some estimâtes for the error || \|/— \|/fc || 0
where \|/ and \|/ft are respectively solutions of (1.13) and (1.15). We remark that

if y\i\KeHq + 2(K) and atj\K eHm+1(K)

(i.j=l,2)

in a n y K e ^

then

from (1.16), (1.19) and (1.20) we get
o),
||
Then trivially ||\|/ —\|/A||o

e + 2|fc

(2.1)
+ | a| 6tfc .

(2.2)

); the following theorem improves this result:

1: If Q is a convex polygonal domain of R2y under some suitable
regularity assumptions for \|/ and o there exists a positive constant ve]0, 1]
depending on Q such that
THEOREM

^||i|/-vl/h||

(2.3)

Proof: Let us set E = \|/ — \\rh and let O satisfy:
> =E

(2.4)

in Q.

There exists a real v = v (Q) e ]0, 1] depending on the maximum angle of dQ such
that O G Wn H 3 + V(Q) (cf [5, 6]); moreover (cf. [7]):

(2-5)
Let us set x = ^* and x = r%; then

= £ therefore

satisfy

(2.6)
2.
vol. 13, n° 4, 1979
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One can easily check that (2.6) admits a unique solution. Let us consider an
approximation of the above problem :

\/vheHh(m),

((xh, va)-UT%H, vh)) = 0, j

(2.7)

V<pfceFKfc(r,s),
ïf (CC) is verifïed we have {cf. [2]):
h-Th|

+ ||x-X*||^C{ Inf \%-vh\+

Inf

||x-<P*||}.

(2-8)

From (2.6)i we get (setting v = G — ah):
((T. a-a h ))-((a-cr h , TX)) = 0.

(2.9)

From (1.13)i and (1.15)i we obtain (setting vh=xh):
({cj-cyh,zh))-((xh,TE)) = O.

(2.10)

Finally (1.13) 2 and (1.15) 2 give (setting q>j, = Xh):

((a-a h , TXh))=0.

(2.11)

Now from (2.6) we get
|| £ || S=((T. rE))=((T-Tà, r£))+((T4, TE))
=(using (2.10))((T-Tà,
=(thanks to (2.9))((x-x»,
=(thanks to (2.11)) ((T-T,,. r ^ + fto-a», 7^-*„))) +((a-a,,, T » - T » .
Thus
||£||ggC{||£||.|t-x l k | + | a - a à | ( | T - T l k | + ||x-X»||).

(2-12)

Finally from (2.8) we get
||£||UC(Inf

\ï~vh\+

Inf

( 2 - 13 )

||x-<P*||) W

We have the resuit :
LEMMA 3: Let W and H be defined in (1.2) and (1.3) and Wh(r, s), Hh(m) be
defined in (1.17) and (1.18). Then

Inf

||q)-cp,|il|l|,

VcpeJFn JP +2 (Q), Vu,

|

0 ^ ^ ^ m i n ( r - l , s, 2) = min(s, 2)J
R.A.I.R.O. Analyse numérique/Numerical Analysis
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\v-vh\£CH>\\v\l.

vkeH„{m)

(*"1~>)

L,2) = 2.
Proof: By an immédiate application of the standard interpolation results
f- e. g. [4]). •
Let us remark that from (2.5) and the définitions of %, x we get
(2.16)
(2.17)
An application of the above lemma leads to (recall that
||x-q>*||^c*r h "*- 1+w >||x|| 3+ v.

inf

Inf \x-vh\^Ch1+"\\x\\1+v.

(2.18)

(2.19)

vheHh(m)

From (2.13), (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) we finally get
||E|
and(2.3)holds.

D

3. DUAL HYBRÏD METHODS AS DISPLACEMENT METHODS FOR PROBLEM (Î. !):
ERROR ESTIMATES IN L2(O) AND IN THE ENERGY NORM

A hybrid approximation for the model problem (1.1), equivalent to the one
given in (1.15), can be obtained as a variant of the usual displacement approach.
L e t / be a function satisfying (1.12); moreover let b: H xW~* R be the
continuous bilinear form defined by
b(v,q>)= £
KeSrh

(<f>trVnns-<Pvn!snr)dy.

(3.1)

JdK

Let now 9 be any function in W\ from (1.18) and Green's formula we get
<A 2 U>,

q>>=<:r*7tt?, cp>=((7tt?, rep)),

h

K

From the above equalities and (1.1) we get
V<pe^
vol. 13, n° 4, 1979
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This problem is a weak displacement formulation of (1.1). Since the hybrid
method is related to the approximation of w and its fïrst derivatives at the
interelement boundaries 2 we are looking for an approximation of the folio wing
function
tyeW*(#~tù,

y\t = w, tyi = u>n (» = 1>2)

on S,

(3.3)

\|f is the second component of the solution of problem (1.13) [cf. (1.14)]. Again
from a Green's formula we get
({Tw, r<p))

=X

Thus \|/ solves the problem
P*(^ f c ).

(3.4)

Let us consider a conforming finite element approximation of the above
problem:
Wh(r, s), ((7> fc , 7 ^ ) ) - ( ( ƒ r<p*))-fc( ƒ, cp*),

V<pfc e Wfc(r, 5).

(3.5)

From the définition of Wh(r, s) we see that the terms T<ph, with <ph belonging
to Wh(r, s), are not pieeewise polynomials, then the inner products appearing
in (3.5) cannot be easily computed. On the other side, b ( ƒ, cpft) dépends only on
the values of ƒ and q>h over Z, so these terms are computable. In order to avoid
the above mentioned difficulty let us consider the space Hh (m) previously used
[see (1.18)]. We dénote with II the orthogonal projection operator from H
upon Hh{m)\ finally we consider instead of (3.5) the problem

k e wh (r, 5), «n Tfo, n rep*))=(( ƒ, n r ^ ) - b ( ƒ, <ph\
V<pheWh(rts).

(3.6)

One can easily verify that in (3.6) all the terms are computable. From the LaxMilgram lemma we get that (3.6) has a unique solution iff the following
Projection Hypothesis holds
|3ot>O independent of h such that:

LEMMA 4: The compatibility condition (CC) is equivalent to the projection
hypothesis (PH) (with a = I/7).
R.A.I.R.O. Analyse numérique/Numerical Analysis
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Proof: {PB) => (CC).
Let cpfc be any function of Wh (r, s); since || cph || = | Tq>h | setting t?ft = n Tq^ we
get
( K , r q > fc ))=((n7'(p A , rcpfc))

= |nrcp,|2^I|nr9ft|.|r(pft|^i|
a

a

then (CC) holds.
(CC)=>(PH).
Let (ph be any function of Wh (r, s) and uh belong to Hh (m) — {0} and satisfy:
((uH,

Tq>à)*y\\q>k
\uh\ \

Hence | II Tyh | ^ y | T(ph | and (PH) holds. IH
From the above lemma we get that problem (3.6) has a unique solution
whenever (CC) is satisfied. We can prove now
LEMMA 5: Assume that (CC) holds. Between the solutions: fyh of(3.6)
and {oh, y\fh] o/(1.15) thefollowing relations hold

(3.8)
Proof: It is sufficient to show that the couple {YlT^fh — Uf fyh} solves the
problem (1.15). From the definition of II we get:

= « n r^fc - n ƒ + n ƒ vh)) - ((vh, n T$h))=o
thus (1.15)x is satisfied. From (3,6) we have

then

and
( ( n r ^ - n / , r<pfc))+b(/,<pfc)=o,
vol. 13, n° 4, 1979
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Now from (3.9) we get
<p,))=((/, T<ph))-b(f, <ph)={p, <ph),
therefore n T$h-U

v<phewh(r,

ƒ satisfies (1.15)2. The proof is now complete.

s)

D

From (3.7), (2.1) and (2.3) we get
||xl/-^||^C/z ô F(^a),

||v|/->î/,|| 0 ^C/r

in(5 i+v)

'

(3.10)

||v|/-^i|.

(3.11)

Suppose now that ƒ be a tensor satisfying, instead of (1.12), the condition
ƒ e H, T*f = p in Q.

(3.12)

We shall see that the knowledge of/is not explicitely needed. From (3.12) we get
.

(3.13)

Hence the function \|/ defined in (3.3) satisfies
(3.14)
A hybrid-displacement approximation of (3.14) is given by
$heWh(rts),

( ( n r ^ , n r c p h ) ) - ( ( / ; ?>,,)),

V ^ e H ^ r . s ) . (3.15)

We have not projected the right hand side terms T<ph upon Hh(m) since
from (3.13) we get: (( ƒ Tq>h)) =

p (ph dx and these intégrais can be computed

with good précision whenever the values of the basis functions of Wh(r, s) are
known at the quadrature nodes. These évaluations may be performed only once
on the mas ter element, stocked on disks or cards, and successively used to solve
different problems. In such a way we overcome the difficultés arising whenever
an explicit solution of (1.12) is sought.
We are looking now for the estimâtes of the errors: || \|/ —fyh|| and || \|/ — v)/*, || 0We have:
THEOREM 2: //(PH) holds and some suitable regularity assumptions are satisfied
from a and \J/ then

a),
| | | | | | / - ^ | | ,

(3.16)
(3.17)

where 0 and F(\|/, a) are defined in (2.2), v = v(O) is defined in theorem 1.
R.AJ.R.O. Analyse numérique/Numerical Analysis
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Proof: We remark that b{ f, (p)=0, V<pe W, thus from i3 61 wc get
\(r,s), (3.18)

From (3.15) and (3.18) we have
((nr(i-fe.nr<pj=((/;(/-ii)ry,

v^ew^s). (3.19)

Let us set e =tyh—fyh;from the above équation we get
« n Te, n Te))=(( f, (1 - Tl) Te)).

(3.20)

From (PH) we have
\\e\\2Sv.2{(nTe,nTe)) = a.2{((f,Te))-((f,nTe)j}=({rom (3.14), (3.18))
oc2 {((7>, Te)) - ((II r ^ , n Te))} = a2 {(((/ - n) T y, Te))
U

||e||+||^-^||.||e||}.

Since r\]/eH*(^" h ) from lemma 2 we get
| ( 7 - n ) r v | i | = Inf |ril/- l ; h |^C/ l '" +1 |7 1 v|/| m+1>) ,

(3.21)
(3.22)

vheHh(m)

and also (since 0gm+l):
|(/-n)r^|gae|rxHe.^c/ïe|^|e+2fft

(3.23)

Then from (3.10), (3.21), (3.23) and (2.2) we get
|| e||^Ch9F(\|/,

a).

(3.24)

Finally since ||\|/-\j/ f t ||^||\|/-^||-h|| <?|| the result (3.16) follows from (3.10)
and (3.24).
In order to prove (3.17) let us set Ë — \|/ — \|/h and consider the problem
Çe^,

A2Ç = £ in Q.

We get
||||||£||o.

(3.25)

Let us consider the problems
VcpeJF, ((rÇ, r<p)) = (JE, q>),
Ç,e^ ft (r, s), «nrç f c , nrcp,)) = (£, cpft),

(3.26)

Vq> h e^(r, s). (3.27)

Let Ç, be the orthogonal projection of Ç upon PFft(r, s); from (2.14) we get
llÇ-^II^C^^^lIClla + v ^ C ^ ^ ^ P I I o .
vol. 13, n° 4, 1979
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Moreover we have
LEMMA

6: If the hypotheses of lemma 2 holà we get
(3.29)

Proof: We have

=cc2{((n r ^ - g , n
Let us set: F = ((II r(Ç-Ç ; ), n T^-C,))). From (3.27) we have
=(thanks to (3.26)) a 2
(3.30)
From (3.25), (2.14) and (2.15) we get
(3.31)
(3.32)
Therefore in (3.30) we get
that is (3.29).
•
From (3.28) and (3.29) it follows
(3.33)
By (3.26) we get
\\Ë\\20=({TÇTË))

=(thanks to (3.14) and (3.15)) ((rç - n TÇh, TÉ))

(n-/)
+ | r ^ - n r ^ , | | | ç - c , , | | . (3.34)
Moreover

HÇ-^ll^ftom (3.31) and (3.33).
C/i
' p||0,
min(s 1+v)

R.A.I.R.O. Analyse numérique/Numerical Analysis
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^(from(3.16)and(3.23))
Then from (3.33) and the above estimâtes by (3.34) we get
and that (3.17) holds follows from the définition of Ë,

•

Since a dépends on w and ƒ the estimâtes (3.16), (3.17) depend on the
regularity of w a n d / . On the other hand we do not need an explicit knowledge
o f / i n order to apply the method discussed in this section. Therefore we can
assume t h a t / is regular; for example, setting ƒ = 7tt> we see that the
estimâtes (3.16), (3.17) only depend on the regularity of w.
REMARK: If no better regularity assumption than weHl(Q) is made we still
have \|/G W*(^h) and a e H * ( f f e ) . Then from (2.3) and (3.17) we easily get

||^||
| | | |

( s

( 5

'
'

1 + v )

||u;||,

(3.35)

1 + v )

| | ^ | | .

(3.36)

The above estimâtes will be applied in [11].

•
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